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with GI occurs in the type-II alloy near T„;
this is reasonable since as one approaches T„,

e dominant contribution to the diamagnetism
is from the very lowest modes, which are diverg-
ing there, and these lowest modes have the long-
est-wavelength spatial variation. On the other
hand, far from T, 2, a great number of modes
with much shorter wavelength make contributions
comparable with the lowest ones, and the break-
down of the GI approximation is more severe.
Because our sensitive measurements allow M'

to be followed out to 2T, and to high fields, and
because they are obtained with rather ideal bulk
SRmples our dRtR should Rllow quite R critlcRl
test for theoretical treatments which go beyond
the region near the critical point.
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It is interesting to note that the PAW curve agrees
quite well with the data if the horizontal scale is ex-
panded by a factor of 2; i.e., if (H/H, ) were replaced
by (H/H~) in their results. Although this observation
may well give guidance on how to improve their model,
no rationale for such a change is presently available.

'For the pure materials, where t»(„ II, depends
only on (0. This parameter was evaluated using the
standards results $ (T) =0.74(0 (I-TIT,) '/ and H,z(t )
=Co/2w$2(T). These give the relation T~dH, 2/dTj r
=4 q/2w (0.74)2t 02, from which t 0 can be determined
using the known values of dH, 2/dT and T, . For the al-
loys II~ is CRlculRted by multiplying the VRlue of H~
computed for pure lead by the factor (1+$0/l)t. The
required ratio of g /10can be determined from the rela-
tion (T,dH~2/dT)pb/(T~dH, &/&T)pbr& =&R) where X@) is
a known function [see Ref. 5, p. 338] of t 0/l. These
procedures yield )0(In) =3640 Ay t'0(Pb) =870 Ay and $0/
$ =3.12 fol the Rlloy, Rnd the VRlues of H~ shown in TR-
ble I.
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The attenuation of 10-GHz longitudinal sound waves in superconducting molybdenum
~+c = 0.9~4 K~ and cadmluIQ ~+c =0.500 K~ shows the high-frequency behavior predicted
by the BCS theory. In particulax, the onset of the rapid drop in attenuation with decreas-
ing temperature that ls characteristic of superconductors ls shifted downwRrd to the
temperature T~ (0.905 K in molybdenum and 0.490 K in cadmium) at which the supercon-
ducting energy gap equals the phonon energy. The analysis of the measurements indi-
cates a large Rnisotropy in the energy gape of both metals.

In the original publication of the BCS theory of superconductivity, ' the low-frequency limit (i.e., pho-
non energy hv small compared with the energy gap 2&) for the attenuation of sound was written as

~e/~n = &f(~),

where o.s and o,„are the acoustic attenuations in the superconducting and normal states, and f is the
Fermi. function. For higher frequencies the results include contributions to the phonon absorption not
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only from thermally excited quasiparticles [the sole contributor in Eq. (1)], but also from the creation
of pairs of quasiparticles which can occux' above the temperature T, at which the pinon enex gy just
equa, ls the energy gap. The genexal expression for the attenuation is'

lc =21 (I-&'/«')(«')[(&'-&')(&"-&')] ' '[f{E)-f(&')]d&

+J,„(1-&'/«')(«') [{&'-&')(&"-&')] ' '[f(&)-f(&')]d&, (2)
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FIG. 1. Ultrasonic attenuation ratio as a function of
temperature for several frequencies as ealcul. ated from
the BCS theory of superconductivity. Note that aO re-
ported experimental work to date is in the frequency
region bounded by the curves for h v= 0.50&(0) and
kv«b (0).

l.Q

where &' =& +h v and the last term on the x'ight

occuxs only abave T„. In Fig. I we show the tem-
perature dependence of &s/Q~ calculated from
Eq. (2) at several frequencies using the BCS tem-
perature variation of the energy gap parameter

The last integral on the right-hand side of
Eq. {2) is responsible for the discontinuous jump
in attenuation ratio that occurs at T„, and the
subsequent decrease to 1.0 as the temperature T
appx'oaches the transition tempex Rture T, . Since
the slow varlatlon 1D attenuation between Tp and

T, can only be observed for relative frequencies
highex than any that have been used to date, we
limit. our discussion to the obsexvations of the
diffex ence between T„and T„and the di.scontin-
uous (or at least very steep) drop in attenuation
just below T„.

All previously reported measurements of acous-
tic attenuation 1D supex'conductox's Rx'6 1D the low-
frequency limit with the following exceptions:
aluminum (T, = 1.175 K) at 9.3 GHz by Fagen and
Garfunkel', a, preliminary repox't of the moly-
bdenum work presented here'; Rnd some xecent
work on aluminum at 9.2 GHz and iridium (T,
= 0.102 K) at 0.75 GHz by Dobbs et al. ' All of the
wox'k on aluminum ' Rnd lrHHUm were Rt, such R

low relative frequency [kv/&(0) &0.25] that the
observation of R difference 1D temperatures T~
-T, & 0, was at the limit of detectability. In the
present work we repox't on the acoustic attenua-
tion of molybdenum' at 9.4 GHz [@~/&(0) = 0.32],
and for cadmium at 9.3 GHz [he/&{0) = 0.50].'

The experimental technique was essentially the
same as that described by Fagen and Ga.rfunkel. '
The samples, pure single crystals, were formed
as thin disks with principal directions normal to
the surface /the {111)direction was 4' from the
normal to the molybdenum surfa. ce, and the
[0001]direction was less than 1' from the normal
to the cadmium surfacej. The samples were
bonded between two cyli.ndrical quartz x ods and
cooled by thermal contact with a, He' bath which
couM be cooled to 0.35 K. The other ends of the
quartz x'ods wex'6 insex'ted in microwave cavltles
and arranged so that hypersound was genexated
in one cavity and detected in the other (see des-
cription by Fagen and Garfunkel'). Relative at-
tenuation measurements mere made, comparing
the attenuation above T, with that at any temper-
ature below. For the zexo magnetic field mea-
surements, the geomagnetic field was canceled
to less than 0.007 G.

Two different proceduxes wex'e used for deter-
mlnlng T~. ID the cRse of molybdenum' Tc was
measured on the sample in a separate apparatus
by the rapid chRnge ln pexletrRtxon depth that oc-
curs at T, at 1 MHz [see Fig. 2(a)]. It was found
to be 0.9I38 K.' In the case of cadmium, T, was
obtained by extrapolating the cxitical magnetic
field of the sample, &„ to zero [see Fig. 3(a) J.
The critical magnetic field was found, in place,
by determining that value of field at which the
acoustic attenuation .jumped to the normal-state
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of experimental re-
sults for molybdenum: (a) the skin depth at 106 Hz,
which gives T, =0.9138 K; (b) ultrasonic attenuation at
9.4 GHz, which gives T~ =0.905 K. The theoretical
curve was calculated using these values of T, and T„
and finding a satisfactory fit to the data by using a
range of energy gapa (see text). An error in T, -T„
can cause comparable error in the range of energy
gaps needed.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of experimental re-
sults for cadmium: (a) the critical magnetic field,
which gives T, = 0.500 K; (b) ultrasonic attenuation at
9.3 GHz, which gives T~ =0.490 K. These values of
T, and T~ are used in calculating the "best"-fit theo-
retical curve. An error in T, -T, of the order of 0.001
K (our estimated error) would cause a shift of 5 Vo in
the range of energy gaps to fit the data.

value (obviously measurements could only be
made for T&T„). The curves for determining
the critical field showed a negligible hysteresis
and were very sharp since the sample-field ge-
ometry gave a very small demagnetization factor
(the magnetic field was parallel to the thin disk).
The transition temperature for cadmium was
found to be 0.500 K.'

The results of the absorption measurements
are shown as the points plotted in Figs. 2(b) and
3(b). The solid lines were calculated as will be
described below. From a comparison of the (a)
and (b) parts of both sets of data it is clear that
T —T„-0.010 K & 0. We also note that the dis-
continuity predicted by the BCS theory (Fig. 1)
is absent in both Figs. 2(b) and 3(b). However,
the discontinuity is a feature of the single, iso-
tropic energy gap of the BCS theory; and since
we believe that there is energy-gap anisotropy
in pure, crystalline superconductors, we should
expect that the discontinuities of Fig. 1 would
spread out into a rapid, but continuous, change.
This is precisely the case in both Figs. 2(b) and

3(b), and along with the finite difference, T,-T„,
demonstrates the important features of the theo-
retical predictions.

The actual fit of the data, shown by the solid
curves, was made by assuming that the attenua-
tion is the sum of attenuations for a range of en-
ergy gaps with a uniform weighting. The temper-
ature dependence for each gap was assumed to be
that of the BCS theory and the normal-state at-
tenuation was selected so that the calculated
curve goes through the lowest temperature points.
We then picked the range of energy gaps to "best"
fit the data using a computer evaluation of the
integrals of Eq. (2), giving equal weights to the
contribution of the gaps in the selected range.
The point on each curve marked T, is well de-
fined and gives us the largest gap (assuming the
BCS temperature variation of the gap). The
smallest gap is not so accurately determined
since the break in slope at the low-temperature
end of the steep section is not as accurately de-
termined as that at T,. The range of values of
&(0) for molybdenum rin the (111)plane] is from

1651
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1.05@7~ to I 44AT~. Fox' cadIIllum 1t 18 fl om
1.24kT, to I.83kT~. Clearly, an error in deter-
mining T, -T„1eads to an error in the estimated
eIlel gy gap possibly amounting to as Dluch as
15 /z for molybdenum and 7% for cadmium.

In conclusion, the experiments reported here
confirm at least qualltatlvely the pl edictiolls
of the BCS theory' regarding high-frequency
Sound absorptioIl ln superconductox'8 1f one
takes into account anisotropy of the energy gap.
Furthermore, the method gives a measure of the
energy gap (rather, the range of energy gaps)
on the part of the Fermi surface normal to the
propagation direction. Finally, we note that we
appear to observe an unusually large ani. sotropy
for such high-symmetry planes. This may be a
consequence of the oversimplification of our
Dlodel.
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The two-photon absorption constant is measured experimentally with high resolution
in the exciton region of KI. Fine structure is resolved in which the 2P exciton is seen
at 6,263 eV. The peak Rt 6.285 eV is identified as a LO-phonon-assisted transition.
The latter assertion is verified theoretically by invoking third-order time-dependent
perturbation theory.

Recently, much interest has been genexated in
the exciton-phonon interaction in alkali halides.
Under high resolution, excitons exhibit fine
structure which Baldini, Bosacchi, and Bosacchi'
have claimed to be due to both linear and quadrat-
ic exciton-phonon interactions. Earlier, in the
original two-photon absox ption experiment of
Hopfield, %orlock, and Park, m weak structure
was seen in KI around the 2I' position. A prob-
able cause of this was attributed by them to be

degenerate valence-band splitting. It was this
controversy that. initiated the present wo-photon
work at a much higher x'esoluti. on than the earlier
one. The refinements in experimental techniques
which allowed us to measure the f1ne structure
of KI will be presented in a later paper.

The crystal was probed with two beams of
plane-polarized light at approximately O'K. The
polarization vectors were mutually parallel to
the {001)axis, and the beams were incident


